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Abstract: Congruence is a special type of equivalence relation which plays a vital role in the study of quotient structures of 

different algebraic structures. The purpose of this paper is to study the quotient structure of (n, m)-semigroup by using the notion 

of congruence in (n, m)-semigroup. Firstly, the concept of homomorphism on (n, m)-semigroup is introduced. Then, the concept 

of congruence on (n, m)-semigroup is defined, and some basic properties are studied. Finally, it is proved that the set of 

congruences on an (n, m)-semigroup is a complete lattice. All these generalize the corresponding notions and results for usual 

binary and ternary semigroups. 
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1. Introduction 

An ��,��-semigroup ��, �		� is a nonempty set � with an 

associative mapping �		:  �� → � . Thus, an 

��, 1� -semigroup is an � -ary semigroup, and a 
�3, 1� -semigroup is a ternary semigroup, and a 

�2, 1�-semigroup is a usual binary semigroup. In other words, 

the notion of an ��,��-semigroup is a generalization of that 

of an �-ary semigroup, and the latter is a generalization of that 

of a semigroup. 

An ��,�� -semigroup is also called a vector valued 

semigroup, which first studied in [4] by �� . ��upona. There are 

also several papers study the ��,��-semigroup that can be 

found in [2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 14, 15, 17, 19, 20, 21, 22, 23]. 

Green’s relations and congruences are two important tools 

for studying semigroup algebraic structure. In recent years, 

��,��-semigroups as a generalization of binary and ternary 

semigroups had been extensively studied. Many scholars have 

studied the Green’s relations and the generalized Green’s 

relations on ��,��-semigroups. Several papers present the 

research results in this field that can be found in [2, 14, 19, 20, 

22, 23]. As is know to all, congruence is a special type of 

equivalence relation which plays a vital role in the study of 

quotient structures of different algebraic structures. Thus, it is 

meaningful to study the quotient structure of 

��,�� -semigroup by using the notion of congruence in 

��,��-semigroup. 

The aim of this paper is to generalize some definitions and 

results of congruences on usual binary and ternary semigroups 

to ��,��-semigroup. Firstly, the concept of congruence on an 
��,�� -semigroup as congruence of the corresponding 

component algebra is introduced. Then some basic properties 

of congruences on ��,��-semigroup are studied. Finally, it is 

proved that the set of congruences on an ��,��-semigroup is 

a complete lattice. 

2. Preliminaries 

This section introduces some notions and notations, and 

gives some relevant basic results. All of these information 

concerning ��,��-semigroup can be found in [3, 6, 21]. 

Throughout this paper, it is convenient to use the following 

simplified notation: the sequence 

������…�� is denoted by ��
�
. For � < �, ��

�
 is the empty 

symbol. If �� = �� = ⋯�� = !, then ��
�
 will be denoted by 

!�. Under this convention the sequence 

��…��"���…"�#���…#�	             (1) 

will be written as ��
�"���
�
#���
� . Let � = ��…��, " = "���…"� 

and # = #���…#� . Then the sequence �1�  can be also 

written as �yz. 

Let � be a nonempty set, �, � two positive integers and  

�		 ∶ ���, ��, … , ��� 	↦ 	 �����…��	 
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a mapping from the �th Cartesian power 	�� of � into �. 

Throughout the paper, it will be assumed that ∆= � ) � * 0. 

Then ��, �		�  is an ��,�� -groupoid, and �		  is an 

��,��-operation on �. If for every �, � ∈ -1, 2, … , ∆ . 1/ and 

all ����∆ ∈ ���∆, the following associative law holds: 

0���1�0�����1�2������∆2 � 0���1�0�����1�2������∆2, 
then ��, �		�  is called an ��,�� -semigroup, and �		  is an 

associative ��,��-operation. 

From [6, 21], there has such a conclusion, that is ever 

��,�� -semigroup ��, �		�  induces an �� .
3∆,��-semigroup for each 3 * 1, which is still denoted by 

��, �		�. Now record it as the following lemma: 

Lemma 2.1. ��21	�. Let ��, �		� be an ��,��-semigroup 

with ∆� � ) � * 0 , and let !�4 ∈ �4  for some integer 

3 * 0. Then �!�4		 is meaningful if and only if 3 * � and 

3 ≡ ���67	∆�. 
Each ��,�� -groupoid can associate an algebra through 

with � �-ary operations defined by �!��		� � 8� if and only if 
�!��		 � 8� , where !9,8: ∈ � , ; ∈ -1, 2, … , �/ , and λ, � ∈
-1, 2, … ,�/ . Then ��;	�		�, … , �		�  is called a component 

algebra of �. 
Definition 2.2. Let ��, �		�  and �>, �		�  be two 

��,�� -semigroups and ?: � → >  be a mapping. Then the 

mapping ? is called a homomorphism of � into > if 

?@�!��		�A � �?�!��?�!�� …?�!��	�  
for !� ∈ � where � ∈ -1, 2, … , �/, � ∈ -1, 2, … ,�/, i.e. if ? 

is a homomorphism between their corresponding component 

algebras. 

Moreover, a homomorphism ?: � → >  is called a 

monomorphism if it is one-one. 

A homomorphism ?: � → > is called an epimorphism if it 

is onto. 

A homomorphism ?: � → > is called an isomorphism if is 

both one-one and onto and in this case it says that the 

��,�� -semigroup ��, �		�  and �>, �		�  are isomorphic and 

write S ≅ >. 

3. Congruences on �D,E�-semigroups 

The aim of this section is to study congruence on 

�n,m�-semigroup. Next, record a definition from [7] as follow: 

Definition 3.1. ��3	� . A equivalence relation H  on an 

��,��-semigroup ��, �		� is said to be a congruence if for 

� ∈ -1, 2, … , �/, have 

!�H8� ⇒ �!��	�H�8��	�,	� ∈ -1, 2, … ,�/, 
i.e. if H  is a congruence on the corresponding component 

algebra of �. 

Definition 3.2. If H  is a congruence on an 

��,�� -semigroup ��, �		� , then define an associative 

��,��-operation �		 on the quotient set �/H as follows: 

�		 ∶ 	��/H�� ⟶ 	��/H�, @�!�H�, �!�H�, … , �!�H�, A ↦
�!��	�H. �!��	�H… �!��	H. 

Clearly, this operation is well-defined because H  is a 

congruence: for � ∈ -1, 2, … , �/  and !� , 8� ∈ � , have 

!�H8� ⇒ �!��	�H�8��	�,	� ∈ -1, 2, … ,�/. 
This ��,��-operation �		 is also associative. Hence with 

this ��,�� -operation �		 , ��/H, �		�  forms an 

��,��-semigroup. 

Let H be a congruence on an ��,��-semigroup ��, �		�. 

Then the mapping ?♮  from � onto �/H  given by ?♮��� �
�H  is a homomorphism which is called the natural 

homomorphism.  

Theorem 3.3. Let ��, �		�  and �>, �		�  be two 

��,�� -semigroups and M ∶ � → >  be a homomorphism. 

Then NOPM � M ∘ M1� � -�!, 8� ∈ � R �|M�!� � M�8�/	is a 

congruence on ��, �		�  and there is a homomorphism 

?: �/NOPM → > such that T�? � T�M and the diagram 

 

is commutative. 

Proof. Clearly, NOPM is an equivalence relation. To show 

that NOPM  is a congruence, suppose that for 

� ∈ -1, 2, … , �/ , 	!� , 8� ∈ �  and !��NOPM�8� . Then M�!�� �M�8�� for � ∈ -1, 2, … , �/. Since M is a homomorphism, for 

� ∈ -1, 2, … ,�/, have 

M@�!��		�A � �M�!��M�!��…M�!��	� 
� �M�8��M�8��…M�8�	�  

� M@�8��		�A, 
that is �!��		��NOPM��8��		�. Hence NOPM is a congruence on 

��, �		�.  

Now define ? ∶ �/NOPM → >  by ?�!NOPM� � M�!�  for 

all ! ∈ �. Then ? is both well-defined and one-one, because 

!NOPM � 8NOPM ⟺ !�NOPM�8 ⟺ M�!� � M�8�. 
Also ?  is a homomorphism, since for � ∈ -1, 2, … ,�/ , 

have 

?@��!�NOPM��!�NOPM�… �!�NOPM�	�A � ?@�!��		�NOPMA 
� M@�!��		�A 

� �M�!��M�!��…M�!��	� 
� �?�!�NOPM�?�!�NOPM�…?�!�NOPM�	�. 

Clearly, T�? � T�M. Again, from the definition of ?, it is 

clear that 

V? ∘ �NOPM�♮W �!� � ? V�NOPM�♮�!�W � ?�!NOPM� �
M�!�, for all ! ∈ �. 

Consequently, ? ∘ �NOPM�♮ � M  and hence the above 

diagram is commutative. ∎ 
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Theorem 3.4. Let ��, �		�  and �>, �		�  be two 
��,��-semigroups. Let H be a congruence on ��, �		� and let 

M ∶ � → > be a homomorphism such that H ⊆ NOPM. Then 

there is a unique homomorphism Z ∶ �/H → >  such that 

T�Z � T�M and the following diagram  

 

is commutative. 

Proof. Now define Z ∶ �/H → > by Z�!H� � M�!� for all 

! ∈ �. Then Z is well-defined, because for all !, 8 ∈ �, have 

!H � 8H ⇒ !H8 ⇒ !�NOPM�8	�[�\�O	H ⊆ NOPM� ⇒ M�!� � M�8� . 

It is easy to show that Z is a homomorphism such that 

T�Z � T�M. It can also easily to show that Z ∘ H♮ � M and 

hence the above diagram is commutative. 

Now it is only to show that Z is also unique. If possible, 

let Z]: �/H → >  by Z]�!H� � M�!�  for all ! ∈ � . Now 

Z]�!H� � M�!� � VZ ∘ H♮W �!� � Z ^H♮�!�_ � Z�!H� for all 

!H ∈ �/H, which implies that Z] � Z. ∎ 

Theorem 3.5. Let H  and `  be two congruences on an 
��,�� -semigroup ��, �		�  such that H ⊆ ` . Then `/H �
-��H, "H� ∈ �/H R �/H|��, "� ∈ `/	is a congruence on S/H 

and �S/H�/�`/H� ≅ �/`. 

Proof. Now consider the following figure: 

 

Clearly, `/H  is an equivalence relation on �/H . Let 

�!�H��`/H��8�H�, for � ∈ -1, 2, … , �/.  

Then !�`8� , � ∈ -1, 2, … , �/. Since ` is a congruence on 

��, �		� , have �!��		�`�8��		� , � ∈ -1, 2, … ,�/ . This implies 

that @�!��		�HA�`/H�@�8��		�HA , � ∈ -1, 2, … ,�/  and hence 

`/H is a congruence on S/H. 

Note that σ/ρ is the kernel of Z. From Theoerm 3.3, it 

follows that there is an isomorphism ? ∶ ��/H�/�`/H� → �/` 

defined by ?@�!H��`/H�A � !` for all ! ∈ � and the above 

diagram is commutative. ∎   

Proposition 3.6. Let ��, �		� be an ��,��-semigroup. If H� 

and H�  are two congruences of � , then H� ∘ H�  is a 

congruence of �. 

Proof. Let H� and H� be two congruences of �. Suppose 

that !� 	�H� ∘ H��8� hold for � ∈ -1, 2,… , �/. Then there exists 

\� ∈ � such that !�H�\� and \�H�8� hold for � ∈ -1, 2, … , �/. 
Since H�  and H�  are congruences of � , it follows that 

�!��	�H��\��	�  and �\��	�H��8��	�  for � ∈ -1, 2, … ,�/ . This 

implies that �!��	��H� ∘ H���8��	�  for � ∈ -1, 2, … ,�/ and so 

H� ∘ H� is a congruence of �. ∎ 

From Proposition 3.6, it can be easily prove by induction 

the following result: 

Corollary 3.7. Let ��, �		�  be an ��,�� -semigruop. If 

H�, H�, … , H� are congruences of �, then H� ∘ H� ∘ … ∘ H� is a 

congruence of �. 

Proposition 3.8. The union of a non-empty family of 

congruences on an ��,��-semigroup ��, �		� is a congruence 

of �. 

Proposition 3.9. The intersection of a non-empty family of 

congruences on an ��,��-semigroup ��, �		� is a congruence 

of �. 

The set of congruences on an ��,��-semigroup ��, �		� is 

denoted by ����. 
Theorem 3.10. Let ��, �		� be an ��,��-semigruop. Then 

�����, ⊆� is a complete lattice. 

4. Conclusion 

Green’s relations and congruence are two important type of 

equivalence relations which used to study semigroup 

algebraic structures. In this paper, some definitions and results 

of congruences on usual binary and ternary semigroups are 

generalized to ��,��-semigroup. The main results of this 

paper are the following: 

Let ��, �		�  and �>, �		�  be two ��,�� -semigroups and 

M ∶ � → > be a homomorphism. Then a congruence of ��, �		� 
can be structured by M. 

Let H and ` be two congruences on an ��,��-semigroup 
�S, �		� such that H ⊆ `. Then a congruence of S/H can be 

structured. 

The set of congruences on an ��,�� -semigroup is a 

complete lattice. 
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